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School strike for the climate

“School strike for the climate” Let’s see those words
one by one:

Climate
Climate is the average weather in a place over
many years. While the weather can change in just a
few hours, climate takes hundreds, thousands or
even millions of years to change1. A few decades
ago, almost nobody worried about changes -not
only in the local- but in the global climate. But now,
anybody can witness extreme phenomena - like
last winter the the record -30 degrees Celsius in
Chicago and -48 degrees Celsius in Minessota in
the USA2 - that scientists directly connect it with
global climate’s destabilization. In our example,
North America’s super cold winter was observed as
the arctic air went way to south, as a result of the
fact that our planet is getting hotter3.

Strike
We often hear that workers -all over workld- are
on stike and, suprisingly, the numbers of workers
on stike are raising even in ‘strong’ economies4.
The right to strike is an fundamental human right

1 http://eo.ucar.edu
2 www.cbsnews.co, https://www.theguardian.com,
http://bit.ly/35JYOqR
3 https://www.theguardian.com, http://bit.ly/35JYOqR,
https://go.nasa.gov/34sY1u1, https://go.nasa.gov/2QZx9OA
4 https://www.nytimes.com, https://nyti.ms/2XXKxE5
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recognised by international law5. The Greek
Constitution (in Article 23) of the Greek Law also
recognised the right to strike. “A strike is
understood to be the collective cessation of work
by employees decided by trade union
organisations, with the aim of exerting pressure on
the employer for achieving a fighting point,
whether offensive or defensive, and particularly for
the protection and advancement of their financial,
labour, trade union and insurance interests.”6.

School
Our school. Our space. Our learning. Our life. In our
schools we are learning about science, about
economy, about human rights. Until the late ’90s
there wasn’t recognised a right to a clean and safe
environment and, moreover, an environmental
right as a fundamnetal human right7.

The Climate is Changing…
Lets join the “millions of people from Sydney to
Manila, Dhaka to London and New York are
marching for urgent action on climate
breakdown”8
Let’s stop for a minute and reflect on scienc data
Let’s shut out “There is only ONE Earth”
Let’s act…
Now

5 http://bit.ly/2Os8oZG
6 http://bit.ly/33uYyKS
7 https://www.unenvironment.org,
https://www.eolss.net/Sample-Chapters/C04/E4-21-01.pdf
8 https://www.theguardian.com


